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DA  KRONG  PATROL 

MAY  3,  1968 

 

Steve Laktash stepped off the ramp of the CH-46 at 1000 (10 AM) on May 3
rd

 1968 in a 

small clearing adjacent to the Da Krong river. He scanned the surrounding area for any signs of 

NVA. Normally, the patrol leader and the radio operator went out first so the men on the ground 

would have a radio in case the pilot had to lift off; Steve was asked by the briefing officer to go 

out solo on this patrol. No enemy appeared but as the team peered out the windows, we noticed a 

hooch (grass shack) and a cultivated corn field. That was a definite sign of enemy activity since 

no civilians were supposed to live in the area. Steve waved out the rest of the team and we 

immediately assumed our order of march. James “Smitty” Smith led us out of the clearing, 

across a waist-deep stream, and into the treeline.  

Team Marblechamp of 3
rd

 Reconnaissance Battalion was assigned a recon zone (RZ) in 

the northern portion of the Da Krong valley about ten klicks (kilometers) south of Vandergrift 

Combat Base. The patrol was scheduled for five days but the staff who briefed us did not expect 

us to last more than one or two days. This was the only time, to our knowledge, that helicopters 

and jets were specifically assigned for one patrol. Helicopters would normally insert a team into 

an RZ and leave for another task. Beyond insertions and extractions, helicopters and airplanes 

were only available when a team was in trouble. For this mission our insertion helicopters were 

to fly back to Vandergrift and wait for us to release them; we also had a flight of two F-4 

Phantom jets waiting on the flight line in Da Nang in case we needed air support. 
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Steve conducted a helicopter overflight the previous day to check out the RZ and our 

landing zone, but this one was different in that the chopper flew well above the surrounding hills 

and made only one pass. Hopefully the NVA would not be alerted that we were coming.  

The battle for Khe Sahn started in the summer of 1967 and by the following January had 

evolved into a siege that lasted for several more months. Situated in the extreme northwestern 

portion of South Viet Nam, Khe Sahn is within a few miles of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) to 

the north and Laos to the west. This was a major route for the NVA to move men and supplies 

into South Viet Nam. Three North Vietnamese Army divisions had surrounded a reinforced 

Marine regiment.  

It had become obvious that NVA units were leaving the Khe Sahn area by April 1968 

although the G-2 (intelligence) people did not know where the NVA were hiding. One guess was 

the Da Krong valley, which started near Route 9 between Vandergrift Combat Base and Khe 

Sahn and extended southeast for over thirty miles. The valley was an uninhabited mountainous 

area with steep slopes, dense undergrowth, and triple-canopy jungle that exceeded 150 feet in 

height. Recon had not had a team in the area for at least a year and the infantry had never been in 

the valley. Near the headwaters of the valley in the south was a pass that led into the A Shau 

Valley, another area known to be an NVA staging area for troops to gather and rest before 

attacking US troops and Vietnamese towns. 

Helicopters were our least favorite method of insertion since the noise they made would 

alert any NVA within several miles that Marines were in the area. With only eight men, a recon 

team was not able to conduct a lengthy firefight with a larger force. Stealth was our best weapon: 

If the enemy couldn’t find us we were safe. On a normal helicopter insert we would land in one 

corner of the recon zone, move through the RZ, and be picked up in the opposite corner of the 
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RZ. Using the same landing zone was dangerous since the NVA would often leave a hunter/killer 

team around an insertion LZ in case we used it again. The RZ for this patrol had only one 

possible LZ within five klicks, so there was no choice but to use the same LZ for insertion and 

extraction. 

Insertion LZs would often be “prepped” by jets dropping bombs, followed immediately 

by the insertion CH-46 touching down to off-load the team. Another ’46 circled nearby in case it 

was needed to extract the team and aircrew. Two helicopter gun ships would prowl the 

neighborhood to act as enforcers if the insertion turned ugly. Steve and the lead pilot decided not 

to prep the LZ and instead surprise anyone in the area. 

Because of the danger of this mission, we had nine men instead of the usual eight. We 

also packed more “noise makers” than usual: 700 or 800 rounds and eight grenades instead of the 

usual 500 bullets and four grenades. Between our weapons, ammo, food, water, and other gear, 

we each carried about 100 pounds on our backs. 

The order of march was James “Smitty” Smith (point), Wayne Thompson (slack or 

second point), Steve Laktash (patrol leader), George Boks (radio), John Romero (heavy 

weapons), Jerry Beasley, Dale “Doc” Watchorn (Corpsman), Randy Rhodes (secondary radio), 

and Mike Green (tail-end Charley and assistant patrol leader). 

We moved slowly up a finger that extended down from the mountains. The jungle was 

quiet and the team moved silently. Within 100 meters we found a small trail with several small, 

earthen ovens used for cooking. The faint aroma of wood fires lingered in the air. Several dry 

spots on the ground replaced the dew from the previous night and Doc decided they were not 

friendly dry spots. We continued up the finger another 200 to 300 meters and found a six-foot 

wide, hard-packed trail with log-reinforced steps and fighting trenches on each side. The trail 
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was fairly straight and vegetation had been removed to about eight feet above the trail. The 

normal NVA trail was less than a foot wide and wandered around any rock or bush; this was a 

heavily used route. Alongside the trail were several wooden ammunition boxes, freshly made of 

what looked like pine, with Chinese lettering on the sides. Steve and I copied the lettering into 

our notebooks while the rest of team provided security. Doc and Smitty, who had crossed the 

trail, signaled they had spotted three NVA moving down the finger toward us. George was trying 

to make contact with Blue Plate (recon headquarters) on the radio but the high mountains and 

dense jungle precluded communication. Since we were in a deep valley and George could only 

whisper, Blue Plate could not hear him.  

Steve wanted to elude the NVA and circle back to the trail to look for additional signs of 

NVA activity. We immediately began retreating down the slope with George trying to raise Blue 

Plate. We moved about 100 meters to a spot where we’d had communication earlier. Steve 

turned us sideways across the finger while we stopped to allow George to contact Blue Plate to 

advise them of the trail and sightings and that the NVA were probably hunting us.  

Doc became trapped in wait-a-minute vines. These were less than the thickness of a 

pencil but very strong: their larger cousins are what Tarzan uses to swing through the trees. They 

get their name from entangling feet and packs and a Marine has to wait a minute to extract 

himself or cut the vines. Doc was suspended nearly upside down, trying to cut himself free. 

The area had dense undergrowth and visibility was only five to fifteen feet. Randy and I 

were on the right flank with a small bush between us. We were all facing uphill toward the NVA 

when I spotted a pair of boots moving under a bush no more that ten feet from me. The selector 

switch on our M-16 rifles was under the right thumb and had three settings: Safe, Single Fire, 

and Automatic Fire. We always kept our weapons on safe since an accidental discharge would, at 
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best, alert the enemy we were in the area or, at worst, shoot a teammate. I pushed the selector 

switch but nothing happened. My rifle had been brand new in January and I had fired several 

hundred rounds since then. But I had only moved the selector switch a few dozen times. It was 

not yet broken-in and was stuck. I moved my left hand to the switch, got a firm grip, and turned 

it to full automatic. In that one second, the NVA moved around the bush and spotted Randy and 

me. We fired at the same time. I emptied half a magazine into the soldier and sprayed the area in 

front of me, then inserted a full magazine and blindly sprayed the brush. Just as I reached for the 

third magazine, I noticed the bush between Randy and me was ripped apart by bullets. 

As soon as I pulled the trigger, seven other members of Marblechamp began to fire, each 

sending out two magazines of automatic fire before switching to single fire. John carried the M-

79 grenade launcher and was unable to fire because of the dense vegetation. At the same time the 

patrol of NVA, estimated at 20 to 40 men, opened up with rifles and at least one light machine 

gun. 

Steve was prone and had fired two magazines. He’d rolled on his side to extract another 

magazine from his cartridge belt when he noticed a small hole in the canopy above us. He told 

John to start lobbing M-79 rounds through the hole and not to miss the hole since any grenades 

hitting foliage above us would spray shrapnel on top of us. The M-79 is a single shot weapon 

that breaks like a double-barrel shotgun for loading. Called a Blooper for the sound it makes 

when firing, its 40-millimeter, high explosive round is deadly. John was a master with the 

Blooper and could fire rapidly and accurately.  

The noise level was intense with 30 or 40 automatic and semi-automatic weapons firing 

from ten or fifteen feet away. The addition of at least one NVA machine gun and the steady blast 

of Blooper rounds added to the din. 
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I rolled backward and landed on my pack but was suspended a foot or two in the air by a 

network of wait-a-minute vines. I struggled for a minute before pulling my Ka-Bar (fighting 

knife) from my pack strap to cut the vines. While I was doing that, the NVA were still firing; 

luckily, we were down slope from them and they were shooting a foot or two above our heads. I 

still have visions of leaf litter falling on my face from the bullet-riddled vegetation above me.  

George had the radio handset keyed trying to raise Blue Plate when the firing started, and 

there’s nothing like a firefight to get the attention of anyone listening on the radio. Blue Plate 

immediately confirmed that Marblechamp was in trouble and called the air base in Da Nang to 

scramble the jets. The helicopter crews were relaxing in their choppers on the landing pad at 

Vandergrift with a radio tuned to our frequency. They jumped into positions, started their 

helicopters, and were able to lift off in about two minutes. George requested an emergency 

extraction. 

Between the team’s fire and John’s grenades, the NVA broke contact. We again started 

down the hill but realized George was not with us. He was tangled in wait-a-minute vines. Steve 

and John returned for George and cut him loose from the vines. We headed down the hill at a 

pretty fast clip with Smitty and Wayne leap-frogging and conducting “recon-by-fire” in front of 

us while I fired along our back trail to slow the NVA. 

When we broke into the clearing, Steve was worried about where the NVA would appear 

and he led the team across the stream to avoid being flanked. We were taking machine gun fire 

and water was dancing in the stream from the impacts. John tripped in the stream and fell, losing 

the remainder of the M-79 rounds and was not able to locate them in the deep water. Wayne ran 

across the stream and stepped in a hole that was deeper than he was tall. He continued running 

until he surfaced on the other side of the hole. 
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Blue Plate wanted Marblechamp to break contact and continue the mission. As 

commander on the ground, Steve wanted the extraction since the mission was compromised and 

he knew we were surrounded by a large enemy force; it would be nearly impossible for us to 

remain hidden. The chopper pilot argued with Blue Plate that this might be the only opportunity 

to pull us out. The pilot announced he was in-bound and Steve signaled with a smoke grenade. 

One chopper came in to pick us up while the crewmen fired M-60s over our heads into the 

treeline. As soon as we were aboard, the chopper lifted off and I dropped a smoke grenade into 

the treeline. We knocked out the Plexiglas windows on one side of the chopper and fired into the 

tree line as we lifted off. We moved across the river and orbited for a few minutes while the jets 

dropped bombs and fired rockets. We thanked the jet pilots for the quick response and the 

helicopters returned the team to Dong Ha. The team made sure we thanked the helicopter crews 

for being there to pull us out. The crew chief told us they had just replaced the windows. 

It was amazing that with all of the bullets fired at us nobody was seriously hit. Steve was 

hit by a few rock fragments from a ricochet. However, when we went to the showers that night, 

someone asked John where he got the scratch on his arm. He looked and saw he had a scratch on 

his upper bicep as well as a scratch on the left side of his chest. He was curious and looked at his 

shirt: a bullet had gone through the front of his shirt between his arm and chest and exited out the 

back of the shirt. He decided to keep that shirt as a remembrance. 

Other than nerves standing on end for several days afterward, my only loss was my bush 

hat. It had covered my head for many patrols and was salty, to use proper Navy terminology. 

Needless to say, I worked the selector switch on my M-16 at every opportunity until it was well 

broken in. 
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Wayne’s “swim” was good for a lot of laughs afterward and John’s wound provided a 

sense of wonder.  

This was Randy’s first patrol and the new guy did what he was supposed to do: He pulled 

the trigger. Back at Dong Ha while we were cleaning weapons and gear he asked, “Are they all 

like this?”  

We had spent less than three hours on the ground. We didn’t find the “lost” NVA but we 

were able to say they had been there and were probably farther up the valley.  

As a Post Script, I don’t know whether Third Recon was ever able to successfully insert a 

team into the Da Krong Valley. In January 1969 the Ninth Marine Regiment conducted a “search 

and destroy” operation (Dewey Canyon) in the area with First Battalion sweeping up the valley 

and Second and Third battalions moving south in adjacent valleys. The regiment destroyed 500 

tons of arms and munitions during the operation, which lasted for over two months.  

 

 


